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feature essay  Anganwadis as Health Centres

1

Over the last four months the second wave of COVID-19 
exposed a harsh reality in India: our health infrastructure is 
insufficient and health care workers are overworked. CCF had 
worked on a proposal for incremental health centres in Goa. 

In this essay, we examine an approach to bolster healthcare 
infrastructure in India, through two projects that we worked 
on in 2015 and 2016.  

India’s smallest state Goa became the poster child of 
Coronavirus-linked inadequacies in India, with international 
media featuring the oxygen shortage and overload on 
hospitals.1 This global issue arose despite the state having 
some of the best road connectivity, electrification and human 
development indices in the whole country. 

One of the inadequacies noted is the over-reliance on the 
three major hospitals in the state, and the lack of village and 
cluster-level health centres which could have taken over 
some of the non-covid patient load.

In 2015, CCF initiated a project to Design Incremental Health 
Centres in Goa. The project mapped the existing network 
of Health Centres in Goa, categorising them according to 
the services they were capable of providing. Healthcare is 
currently provided at a variety of levels, which are contiguous 
with levels of governance — District level (through District 
Hospitals), Taluka / Tehsil level (through Community Health 
Centres and Primary Health Centres), and urban settlements 
(through Urban HCs). A few rural settlements have Sub-
Centres but the ratio is low — in Tiswadi, by far the most 
densely populated Taluka of Goa, one Sub-Centre caters to 
around 4-5 villages in its vicinity.2

Analysis of existing linkages of Sub Centres to Primary Health Centres. Identifying gaps in the network of health centres and delivery of service.. Sharing of services, staff, etc from Hospitals and CHC to PHC and SC’s.

We then worked on filling up geographical gaps in the 
network of health centres. As more health centres 
operationalise and networks improved, we propose a system 
for sharing of services and in creating a web of health 
centres, professional skills too can be shared: for example, 
a specialist who presently spends her/his time in the Urban 
Health Centre (UHC), can now visit a few of the nodal 
Sub-Centres, maybe twice a week, reducing the demand on 
the UHC and generally, demand on urban infrastructure. A 
schedule for different specialists (ENT, Pulmonary, etc) can 
be worked out so that a larger number of rural centres can 
avail of the facilities.

Sub-Centre (SC)

Primary Health Centre (PHC)

Community / Urban Health 
Centre (CHC / UHC) 

District Hospital

LEGEND

http://https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SZ8HlNGMolw
http://https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SZ8HlNGMolw
http://https://charlescorreafoundation.org/2018/04/20/design-of-incremental-health-centres-in-goa/
http://https://charlescorreafoundation.org/2018/04/20/design-of-incremental-health-centres-in-goa/


Analysis of the generation of an effective health-care delivery system in a cost 
effective manner.

Analysis of further distribution of linkages that ensure better delivery of service.
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While mapping the centres we understood that the model 
for planning and developing these centres was a radial one, 
for example, the policy makers understood that within a 
certain distance from an UHC, there needed to be a few 
Sub-Centres. This model does not scale effectively in rural 
areas, particularly in India where terrain and road access is 
limited. What CCF proposed was a triangulation method — 
to ensure that every village gets access to a centre — and 
then for strategically located centres to incrementally scale 
up and introduce new amenities. Once a system of robust 
connections between Sub and Primary Health Centres is 
made, we proposed upgradation of strategic Sub-Centres 
to become Community Health Centres with additional 
functions and staff. 

Gaps identified in the radial planning of health centres.

Proposed triangulated planning of health centres.
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This map shows morphing of incremental SC to PHC and PHC to CHC’s.

Incremental Sub-Centres
Incremental Primary
Health Centres

Sub-Centre (SC)
Primary Health Centre (PHC)

Community / Urban Health 
Centre (CHC / UHC) 

District Hospital

LEGEND
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There remain pitfalls in this system. In the month of April 
2021, many residents were reported to prefer staying home 
and treating themselves rather than taking a risk at a possibly 
crowded rural Sub-centre. There are insufficient health 
services at the local level available in Goa, take the example 
of Tiswadi, where the ratio of health centres to villages does 
not meet the need.

One solution may be through anganwadis. These are 
day-care centres, which deliver a package of six services 
(supplementary nutrition, pre-school non-formal education, 
immunisation, nutrition, and health education). In 1975, to 
combat malnutrition, the Government of India implemented 
the Integrated Child Development Services (ICDS) 
programme through anganwadis. It has grown to become the 
largest programme of its kind in the world. The roll out of the 
anganwadi programme has been generally positive across 
India, particularly in rural areas. A majority of the districts in 
India now have multiple anganwadis — there are more than 
1.3 million spread across the country.3 

In 2013, India’s smallest state Goa adopted a participatory 
approach to activate it’s anganwadi centres. CCF was 
one of the non-profit organizations that helped the State 
shape it’s policy. CCF’s inquiry looked at the anganwadi as 
a child-friendly space with the potential to adapt and fulfil 
additional roles in the settlement. This proposal came from 
research and design studies where the needs and dimensions 
of children were taken into consideration. The proposed 
anganwadi ensured a safe and healthy environment for the 
physical and psychological development of children and 
women in society.Flexibility of functions in the courtyard of the prototype anganwadi at 

Bambolim Goa (2016)

Architectural design of the prototype anganwadi at Bambolim.

Prototype Anganwadi by Sachin Agshikar and CCF, Bambolim Goa (2016)

Large Openings

Courtyard

Kitchen

Classroom
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The research developed into a project, and by 2016, architect 
Sachin Agshikar and CCF designed and built a prototype 
anganwadi at Bambolim, Goa. The proposed model also 
had design iterations for extending the anganwadi space 
for future possibilities. The proposal also consisted of 
architectural guidelines to build future anganwadis with 
more consideration and roles to play. 

Goa has over 1,200 anganwadis which service 197 Village 
Panchayats and 14 towns, the average class strength is 
approximately 18 children. With this response, it would 
be easy to scale up some larger policy shifts using the 
anganwadis as platforms in communities. In 2019, the 
State Government expressed interest to construct 100 new 
anganwadis along CCF’s model.4  

The data illustrates that every village in Goa has at least three 
anganwadis (most have 5 or more). Anganwadis are critical 
institutions working often at a ward level.  Through their 
programme and often-strategic position in the socio-cultural 
heart of settlements, anganwadi centres have the potential 
of becoming important spaces during the management of 
the COVID-19 pandemic. However, over the last year, the 
majority of these centres did not intervene beyond their 
primary mandate of day-care and nutrition.5 A few well-
funded or centrally located anganwadis were able to provide 
food, medical care, and assist the local government in 
contact-tracing during the first wave of the pandemic. 

As the pandemic proceeded, anganwadis began to play 
a larger role — for example, in the states of Rajasthan 
and Odisha, a comparatively effective COVID vaccination 
programme has been rolled out with the help of the 
anganwadi infrastructure and the Government of India 
has started organising capacity building programmes for 
anganwadi workers.

Workers at Anganwadi Asha in Lucknow working on surveys of villages for the 
first phase of the Covid-19 vaccination program |  
Photo: India Today/Abhishek Mishra)

Anganwadi teacher tutoring a small group of kids |  
Photo: UNICEF/UN0392538/Kolari



Although anganwadis already provide basic infrastructural 
needs, an anganwadi is a space with much more potential. 
As ways of living are constantly changing, exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic, CCF and Agshikar’s anganwadi design 
ties programmatic spaces together through a courtyard — a 
safe space for the children, yet open and flexible enough to 
adapt to a variety of activities. If we shift scales — and look 
at the anganwadi as a “courtyard” in the settlement, the 
concept of empowerment through anganwadis becomes all 
the more relevant. 

This is evidenced by the plethora of non-government 
organisations, local and national, who have been actively 
working on fulfilling the basic needs of the citizenry, as 
our government infrastructure began to get overrun. 
Critics argue that anganwadis are neglected financially and 
programmatically, but this system can make these spaces 
more relevant. In addition to being basic providers of 
education and nutrition, anganwadis as village health centres 
can help in uplifting the living standards of children, mothers, 
and all the residents of the neighbourhood.  

The drawing on the left is a map of Tiswadi illustrating the existing public health infrastructure. When the network of anganwadis is overlaid onto this diagram 
(above), the potential of these centres to critically penetrate into settlements that are otherwise scattered becomes evident. 

References 
1 ‘In this Indian state, one in every two people tested is positive for Covid’ By Jessie Yeung and Manveena Suri, CNN 
  https://edition.cnn.com/2021/05/07/india/india-covid-goa-positivity-intl-hnk/index.html  
 ‘How India ran out of Oxygen’ by Christina Thornell and Mona Lalwani for Vox.com https://youtu.be/SZ8HlNGMolw
2 The ratio is far less in internal Talukas like Sattari and Sanguem.
3 Central Monitoring Unit, Monitoring & Evaluation Division ‘Visit to Anganwadi Centres State Specific Report (2017-18)’  
 National Institute of Public Cooperation and Child Development, Government of India (2019).
4 ‘Government proposes 100 Brand New Anganwadis for children in Goa’ Times of India, 8 Dec 2019  
 https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/city/goa/govt-proposes-100-brand-new-anganwadis-for-children-in-goa/articleshow/68159821.cms
5 ‘Response to COVID-19 by the Anganwadi Ecosystem in India’, KPMG Pvt Ltd, (2020) 5

https://edition.cnn.com/2021/05/07/india/india-covid-goa-positivity-intl-hnk/index.html
https://youtu.be/SZ8HlNGMolw
http://https://edition.cnn.com/2021/05/07/india/india-covid-goa-positivity-intl-hnk/index.html
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/city/goa/govt-proposes-100-brand-new-anganwadis-for-children-in-goa/articleshow/68159821.cms 
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innumerable lessons we all learned as young architects at 
 9, Mathew Road. ‘What one learned from Correa’ is an 
article worth writing, but I leave that for another occasion. 
Instead, I want to touch upon a specific trait that I find 
fascinating in Correa’s projects and writings on housing that 
illustrates his remarkable ability to oscillate between scales 
– from the micro (the dwelling) to the macro (the regional 
and even national scale) –and why we can all learn from his 
holistic thinking.

Housing as Architecture

Correa’s concerns with the scale of the house and that of the 
city are evident right from the very start of his career. In 1961, 
barely three years into private practice, Correa would win a 
national competition for affordable housing in Ahmedabad 
with a scheme called the Tube House. 

REMEMBERING CHARLES correa   From Affordable Housing to Affordable Cities  by Rohan Varma

“Affordable housing isn’t something that happens in a vacuum 
– it is a direct result of the correlation between the pattern of 
public transport and employment distribution in the city.”
Charles Correa

In 2009, I found myself in the fortunate position of working 
as a young architect in Charles Correa’s office and assisting 
him on what would be his last book. Closing the circle on a 
lifetime spent writing and theorizing on architectural and 
urban issues, A Place in the Shade: The New Landscape & 
Other Essays is a collection of about thirty short texts that 
gives one an insight into Correa’s incisive and analytical 
mind on a wide range of topics: from architecture and art 
to planning and politics. Sometimes reflective, and almost 
always provocative, the essays illustrate Correa’s confident 
command of these diverse topics and his ability to connect 
them to the agency of the architect – a role that he was 
convinced comprised not just of designing buildings but one 
that also needed to engage with urban issues through public 
writing, teaching and advocacy.

Starting in the early 1960s, Correa would maintain this model 
of practice till the very end. Over the years, this expanded 
practice would see him rise not just to the top of his 
profession but position him within national and international 
circles as a planner, activist, educator, and theoretician. In 
other words, Correa didn’t just leave his mark as a prolific 
architect but helped shape urban and cultural discourse as a 
public intellectual.

Having just graduated from architecture school, the 
experience of being around Correa was for me both thrilling 
and intimidating. But I will avoid slipping further into a 
memoiristic or even nostalgic tone with anecdotes of the The Tube House served as a prototype for a number of Correa’s experiments with energy-

passive architecture.

Designed and built for the Gujarat Housing Board, the 
project was an elegant architectural solution that achieved 
the densities required at the site without resorting to the 
typical walk-up apartment model. Instead, Correa’s scheme 
ingeniously clustered long and narrow “tube houses” with 
sloping roofs and an internal patio to allow for cross-
ventilation with an air-vent as the main
feature of the design.

Driven by his belief that “form follows climate”, the 
conceptual clarity, material simplicity and sectional beauty 
of the Tube House would go on to influence many of his 
other architectural projects. The un-built Boyce Houses 
in Pune from 1962 and the Ramkrishna House built for 
a wealthy merchant in Ahmedabad from 1964 are only 
two examples from a much longer list of projects of this 
first period where both low-income and high-income 
housing (another remarkable trait) were all designed with 
the ‘climate section’ and ‘clustering’ in mind. Over the 
coming decades, and as commissions took Correa to newer 
geographies and climates, he would actively fine-tune these 
themes. As time went on, more themes would be layered, 
such as those of the ‘community spine’ and ‘incrementality’ 
as highlighted by Dick van Gameren and myself in our 
exhibition  and book ‘Living Ideals’ that analysed twenty 
projects from Correa’s housing portfolio through the 
lens of these four themes. But as Correa was refining his 
architectural principles regarding housing design in these 
early formative years, he was also becoming deeply aware 
of the need to look at the bigger picture: urbanization,  
land-use allocations, and planning policies.
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Exhibition at TU Delft: models to study high-rise high-income housing as well 
as low-rise low income housing. Photo: Machteld Schoep

Housing in the context of Rapid 
Urbanization 

By the 1960s, Mumbai (then Bombay), where Correa 
lived and worked, was growing at an alarming rate. With a 
population of 4.5 million that was expected to double over 
the next twenty years, the demand for affordable housing  
far exceeded any supply the public or private authorities 
were able to provide. The city’s geography further 
exacerbated the problem. Surrounded by water, a majority 
of jobs had naturally coalesced near the docks at the island’s 
southern end, with the rest of the city growing endlessly 
northwards. Despite the obvious problems to such a pattern 
of growth, the municipality published their Development 
Plan in 1964 that offered no change in strategy to deal with 
these growing numbers.

Reacting sharply to this plan, Correa, together with his 
colleagues Pravina Mehta and Shirish Patel (all in their 
thirties, I should add), set out to reconfigure the city’s  
future growth with a proposal to develop a “twin city”  
across the harbour called ‘New Bombay’  (now Navi 
Mumbai). Their vision, in contrast to the one proposed by  
the government, was to convert the city’s monocentric 
north-south structure into a circular and polycentric urban 
system around the bay – one that through the creation of 
new job centres and serviced land (structured along public 
transport lines) could absorb some of the distress migration 
heading towards Mumbai.

Over the next half a decade, Correa would passionately 
argue for building this new urban centre through a 
multitude of platforms that ranged from speaking at 

The ‘New Bombay’ plan published in the Times of India on March 29th, 1964.

numerable government committees to writing in local 
newspapers. These efforts would finally pay off in 1970 
when the government accepted the plan and acquired 
22,000 hectares for development with Correa as its Chief 
Architect. From 1970 onwards, Correa immersed himself 
in this new role – a period during which he would also be 
invited to several international seminars and conferences not 
just in his capacity as an emerging figure in contemporary 
architecture, but increasingly also as an urban planner. The 
invitation extended to him by the Government of Peru in 
1969 to participate in the now-famous PREVI Lima project 
alongside the world’s architectural elite, as well as the 
invitation to speak at the United Nations conference on the 
Human Environment in Stockholm in 1973 (and later on as 
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a consultant to the UN Secretary-General for the landmark 
conference on ‘HABITAT’ in Vancouver in 1976), are only a 
couple of examples that showcase Correa’s growing stature 
as a major public figure for Third World Development. And 
although Correa – never the conformist – would leave his 
post as the Chief Architect of Navi Mumbai in 1974 dismayed 
at the way the new city was being developed, the process of 
tackling the larger scale and all its complexities had allowed 
him to mature as an architect who was now equally at ease 
operating at both ends of the spectrum. 

An Expanded Practice

Along with his development as an architect and planner, 
Correa was by the mid-1970s also honing his skills as a writer, 
activist and educator on architecture and urban issues. The 
Charles Correa Archives contain hundreds of memorandums, 
papers and lectures he delivered in this period and over the 
course of his entire career. 

Take for instance his 1971 article for the Architectural Review 
titled ‘Programmes & Priorities’ where he laments the myopic 
view of the profession interested more in building one-off 
buildings rather than the overall environment. Or, the paper 
‘New Bombay: Self-Help City’ that was published in the 
journal Architectural Design in 1974, where Correa would 
use the ideas of the new city under construction to expand 
discourse beyond the topic of ‘self-help housing’ that was 
very much in vogue throughout the 1960s and 1970s. 

Several of these essays would eventually find their way in 
the form of an influential book that Correa would publish in 
1985. Largely written to explain the ideas – necessity! – for 
building Navi Mumbai, The New Landscape is a manifesto 

that based on empirical and theoretical evidence from 
India and around the world offered possible solutions to a 
wide range of design challenges: from rethinking housing 
densities to ideas on public transportation systems. In an 
extract from one of its chapters titled ‘Equity’, Correa drew an 
analogy, as he often did, to make a point on housing:

“If people are starving, it is not because they don’t know how to 
cook, it is because they do not possess the ingredients.” 

So, what then are the ingredients that make housing? For 
Correa, the irony was that indigenous towns across the world 
had for centuries cracked the code when it came to building 
habitat. It was only in the context of rapidly urbanising cities 
where one could see the machine breaking down. These 
indigenous towns – and by extension, vernacular architecture 
– would remain for Correa a lifelong source of inspiration, 
finding expression in all his projects – from his very first 
built housing project, the Tube House, to his designs for the 
layout of Navi Mumbai. Over the years, Correa would learn 
from vernacular architecture, contextualize it to the needs 
of society in India, and theorize them in the form of what 
he called ‘A Bill of Rights for housing in the Third World’. 
A manifesto in its own right, the bill put forth the crucial 
importance of eight principles – ingredients – for housing. 
These were: ‘incrementality’; ‘open-to-sky space’; ‘equity’; 
‘disaggregation’; ‘pluralism’; ‘malleability’; ‘participation’; and 
‘income generation’.  The architect’s role, then, for Correa, 
was to bring together these ingredients in a clever site plan 
that addressed again several scales, arguing that:

“Urban living involves much more than just the use of a small 
room of say, 10 sqm. The room, the cell, is only one element in 
a whole system of spaces  that people need.” 

The most direct translation of these principles can be found 
in the 1983 incremental housing project built in Belapur , 
Navi Mumbai. Similar to his earlier schemes for low-rise 
high-density housing such as the PREVI project in Lima 
from the early 1970s, there is a focus on the malleability of 
individual dwellings and user participation. 

But instead of long and narrow row-housing as seen both in 
PREVI and in the earlier Tube House, the scheme in Belapur 
contains a range of differently sized stand-alone units that 
can grow, centred around the use of open-to-sky courtyards. 
In fact, in Belapur, with the architecture programmed to be 
morphed by dwellers over time, it is the urban design that 
prevails and generates community. When seen today on 
Google Earth, one can easily mistake Belapur for an Indian 
village grown organically over the centuries. The six-hectare 
site showcases Correa’s skills as a site-planner with clusters 
of various scales repeated to form a neighbourhood with a 
clear hierarchy of private and community spaces. 

Correa’s “system of spaces” diagram that also served as the theme for the 2020 
Z-Axis conference and competition organized by CCF.
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Incremental Housing at Belapur: a direct translation of Correa’s ‘Bill of Rights 
for Housing in the Third World’.

The ideas explored in Belapur would surface again in 
different forms in projects of the following decade, such as 
in the scheme for HUDCO Housing in Jodhpur (un-built, 
1986) and in larger planning assignments for New Bagalkot 
(1985) and Ulwe (1991). But it would be his appointment by 
Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi as the Chairman of India’s first 
National Commission on Urbanisation in 1985 that would 
allow Correa to take stock of the entire problem while at 
the same time running a successful architectural practice 
that was building everything from cultural institutions to 
commercial offices.

After months of travelling to all the states within India, 
meeting with central ministries, local authorities and citizen 
groups, Correa and his colleagues published in 1988 their 

recommendations in a report that argued for balanced 
development across India’s small and large urban centres. 
Echoing some of the concerns that generated Navi Mumbai, 
the report ran into several volumes and included sections 
dedicated to topics such as energy, transportation, urban 
management and urban poverty. 

An extract on ‘Urban Form’ as part of the report of the National Commission 
on Urbanisation and as published by the journal ‘Architecture + Design’ in their 
September-October issue of 1990. 

More than three decades later, the report remains 
unparalleled in its scope and outlook – a pioneering study by 
experts who recognized the need to dwell both on the detail 
and the overall picture.

Looking back, could Correa have conceived a housing 
project like Belapur had he not ventured into city planning or 
articulated his ideas through years of writing and teaching? 
And would the National Commission on Urbanisation have 
delved into issues such as ‘urban form’  had Correa not 
also been a practising architect? Among the many facets of 
Correa’s oeuvre, it was perhaps this capacity to link issues 
and scales and his conscious attempt to curate a career that 
understood the potential of cross-fertilization that set him 
apart from many of his peers. Just a month before he passed 
away, in mid-May 2015, I had the chance to interview Correa 
for a publication on affordable housing that we were working 
on at TU Delft. In this interview, he elaborated on many of 
the ideas discussed here and offered the title: ‘Affordable 
Cities’. His career, like that of Le Corbusier’s, expanded the 
notion of what an architect could be, reminding us all who 
grew up in his shadow that designing was really about “the 
ability (in fact, the compulsion) to connect.” Of course, not all 
of us can be like Charles Correa. But at least by studying his 
life and work, we can raise our standards.



STAFF  SPOTLIGHT

2016-17
Research Fellow 
Current location: New Delhi, India
Memorable project : I think the most memorable project that I got a 
chance to work on was the waste management project, “Know Waste to 
No Waste: Towards a Zero Waste Goa”. From designing and conducting 
surveys to having meaningful interactions with experts, it was a 
tremendous learning opportunity for me. One particular memory that 
stands out was when the whole team conducted an awareness workshop 
for school children. The entire process of organizing it was so much fun as 
was the actual workshop!

2013 - 14 
Associate Director 
Current location: Goa, India
Memorable project: The Panjim Map
Every project at the CCF would evolve into a layered 
exercise, with the focus resting on an integrated solution 
for the city and revolved under varying heads like 
mobility, heritage or waste management. My time at CCF 
started with working on the “Visitor’s Map”, a project that 
gave me a first-hand glimpse of the extent of data and 
the variety of stake-holders involved in every exercise.

2015-16
Research Fellow 
Current location: Amsterdam, Netherlands
The most memorable project for me was “Building Crafts of Goa- 
Research on Kaavi”, as it was a self-initiated project and in a matter 
of two weeks, I drove around Goa with no prior knowledge of the 
locations, visiting approximately 75 temples and houses, out of which 
26 sites had Kaavi. This project was mentored by Heta Pandit. It was 
amazing to work with her. I even visited temples and houses in Ankola, 
Karnataka, where it is still being preserved, further reaching out to 
craftsmen who still practice this art form and a press conference for 
creating awareness amongst the people.

Arushi Chitrao

Bhavana Hameed 

Anubhuti Chandna

The current locations of former CCF team members. The duration of the CCF Fellowship is one year.
10

https://charlescorreafoundation.org/2018/04/20/panaji-visitors-map/
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CCF PROJECT UPDATE 

The Charles Correa Gold Medal is an award initiated in 
1998 by the Indian architect and urbanist Charles Correa. 
The medal is to recognise quality and talent among young 
students of architecture who address issues of the urban 
context where their projects are located.

Over the last few years the award was administered by the 
Urban Design Research Institute, a Trust set up by Correa in 
Mumbai in 1984. Going forward, however, the Charles Correa 
Foundation (CCF) will administer the Gold Medal annually. 
This year CCF will invite colleges from across India. A jury of 
eminent architects involved in practice and academics will 
review the submissions and identify an outstanding student 
who will be awarded the Charles Correa Gold Medal.

The first stage of the award starts within the participating 
schools of architecture. The school will identify one student 
from among its graduating class and nominate their work for 
the Gold Medal. Entries will then be reviewed by the Jury in 
a two-stage process; Stage 1 will identify a shortlist of around 
ten excellent design projects, and Stage 2 will decide the 
eventual winner of the Gold Medal.

One student will be awarded the prestigious Charles Correa 
Gold Medal. Additionally, two students may be awarded 
with an honorable mention. We have 41 selected schools of 
architecture from 24 cities in India participating in 2021.  
Over time we hope to have more schools participate
in the award.

Charles Correa Gold Medal
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The Nagari Short Film Competition is an annual competition 
designed to guide and develop films that focus on urban 
issues, specific to Indian cities. Nagari intends to be a 
bioscope for the city, and through this lens we explore 
diverse urban conditions and engage with issues.

Nagari strives to make urban design and urban planning 
more accessible to the public through film. Through Nagari, 
we seek to create an opportunity for filmmakers, architects, 
planners and social scientists to channel their thoughts and 
visions towards depicting the urban realm. The competition 
will provide professionals with an opportunity to collaborate 
with like-minded individuals from different backgrounds, 
and to utilize film as a medium to discuss the nature of 
urbanism in Indian cities. Nagari is unique as it has been 
conceptualised as a guided exercise, with a panel of Mentors 
on board to help participants on their journey to
creating a film.

Nagari 2020 looked at adequacy in urban housing, the brief 
focussed on the United Nations declaration of adequate 
housing as a fundamental human right.

This year, Nagari Film Competition 2021 will examine the 
subject of “livelihood and the city” and is looking for films 
that address the question,  “How can we address and 
document the intricacies of livelihood in India?” 

Registrations open on 15 July 2021.
Registrations close on 15 August 2021.

Nagari Short Film Competition 2021

The Nagari bioscope documenting the participants and patterns of livelihood in the city |  
Photo from the Article - “Mumbai: BMC designates 16 roads as hawking zones, major relief for SoBo”; by The Free Press Journal (August 28, 2018)

 WIP 
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The Charles Correa Foundation is currently working on a 
new monograph which will document 50 years of Correa 
as an architect and urbanist. This monograph will feature 
many important buildings that most of us are familiar with 
as well as iterations of these projects and other projects that 
unfortunately never materialised. 

While working with the archival drawings, we conceptualized 
a social-media exercise called ‘Re-interpreting Correa’ 
where we invited interested individuals to submit their own 
interpretation of Charles Correa’s drawings by picking up one 
drawing, re-drawing it in their own language and submitting 
the work to us.

We are documenting the submissions on our Instagram page 
and our website. We are extending the challenge through 
the month of July, and you may submit your drawings via 
our instagram page @charlescorreafoundation or email at 
research@charlescorreafoundation.org

Re-Interpreting Correa

Bharat Bhavan by Tejas Arun Bilay

Kanchanjunga by sas3plus(Siddharth Waze, Abhishek Naik, Saqib Mulla)

Vidhan Bhavan by Sejal Selwadiya.

https://www.instagram.com/charlescorreafoundation/?hl=en
research@charlescorreafoundation.org
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CCF is  collaborating with “Plan for Goa” — a group of local 
designers, on a project to  create child-friendly spaces 
in a low-income neighbourhood. The pilot project was 
situated in Mala, Panaji and we have come up with some 
solutions to create better and safe connectivity between 
playgrounds and the neighbouring schools. There are 
also a few proposals and some solutions also look at 
making these playgrounds more accessible to kids. Plan 
for Goa are approaching local leaders for funding, and 
we hope the project can encourage the children of the 
neighbourhood to come out and play.

Panaji Playscape

BEFORE

BEFORE

AFTER

AFTER

Proposal for two sites in Mala, Panaji.
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So many of the entries could really bring about significant 
improvements in their neighbourhoods, that CCF decided 
to take a few competition entries forwards and, with the 
support of the ATE-Chandra Foundation, we are working to 
find funds and develop a platform for participants  
who wish to implement ideas that emerged in the Z-axis 
2020 competition.  

We also plan to hold an online workshop to share 
experiences in working with local government and 
municipalities and help some of these participants reach  
out to authorities for permissions, etc.

The project on this page titled “Exploring In-Between Spaces” 
identifies spaces in the Athawada Bazaar, Ratnagiri that have 
beem left undefined and turned into dumping zones. With 
the support of the local community, the team identified 
problem areas and will attempt to make these spaces 
accessible and usable. They intend to clean these pockets 
and activate them.

By organising vendors in the bazaar, the project attempts 
to bring in other activities and turn the vacant lot into an 
active pedestrian thoroughfare and make the frontage into a 
dynamic public zone.

Z-axis — Beyond the Competition

Project by: Ranjana Shah

Location: Ratnagiri, Maharashtra

Threshold: Commons and the City
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CCF provided technical assistance to the Corporation of the 
City of Panaji to conduct an extensive survey of the entire 
city limits and document all transport related amenities.  
The team then worked with municipal engineers to re-zone 
road markings, bus shelters, traffic and informational signage 
in a way that it is less cluttered and more legible to the 
general public. 

CCF is thankful to Amar Kulkarni, Ayesha D’Souza, Manasi 
Talkar, Natasha Pereira and Saloni Pandit for their assistance 
in this study.

Panaji Road and Signage Masterplan

Drawings from the proposal curated for the improving city signage.

Images from site survey showing exisiting signage in Panaji.

15ND FEBRUARY 2021

30

SHEET NUMBER: TSIG 01

15ND FEBRUARY 2021

30

SHEET NUMBER: TSIG 03
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‘We live in a world of manifest phenomenon. Yet, ever 
since the beginning of time, man has intuitively sensed the 
existence of another world: a non-manifest world whose 
presence underlies— and makes endurable— the one we 
experience everyday.’

Vistāra was a part of ‘The Festival of India’— a series 
of exhibitions in the 1980’s and was presented by the 
Government of India around the world in London, New York, 
Tokyo, and more. The book states examples of architectural 
transformations: new vistāras. It talks of architecture as 
a part of a multi-layered narratives around the notion of 
manifest and non-manifest world.

We have recently uncovered a few copies of the original 
Vistāra catalogue which dates back to 1986. We will be selling 
these as Collectors’ editions until 31 July 2021 for  ₹3,000 + 
postage charges from the studio.

 You may write to us for details and to place your order.  
You can also buy your copy from amazon. @₹3500.

PUBLICATION SPOTLIGHT  Vistāra: The Architecture of India, Catalogue of the Exhibition

Photographs from ‘Vistāra:  The Architecture of India’

https://www.amazon.in/Vistara-Architecture-Carmen-Kagal-Ed/dp/B0857DHFRV/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=vistara+architecture&qid=1616498898&sr=8-1
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The most efficient way to access working drawings, archival 
images, sketches and academic articles on Charles Correa’s 
international projects on your PC is by availing a subscription 
to the Charles Correa Archives. The Archives are available on 
subscription to architecture colleges, offices, institutions and 
individuals around the world. 

For an application form, please click here. 

For further queries, kindly contact:
Charles Correa Foundation,
169, St Sebastian Chapel Street, 
Fontainhas, Panaji, Goa 403001,
India.

e: connect@charlescorreafoundation.org
t: +91 832 222-0058

Drawings and photographs of projects 
of Charles Correa as available on the 

Charles Correa Archives

CHARLES CORREA ARCHIVES Subscribe for Access to the Archives

https://ccfgoa.files.wordpress.com/2019/02/application-form-3.pdf
mailto:connect@charlescorreafoundation.orghttp://
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At CCF we believe in creating meaningful discourse within the community of architects and designers to influence positive change.
CCF’s mandate is to identify ideas with potential, and process them into tangible, structured projects that can be pitched to the stakeholders and authorities. 
Our work follows an organic process that originates with identifying an issue or concern that has the potential to use a design intervention. 

Sharing walls with heritage houses in the precinct of Fontainhas, the Foundation studio occupies a small footprint in this historic area. Our office is part of the 
neighbourhood fabric and the Fontainhas community. Located at street level, CCF always has its doors open to anyone interested in engaging in our work.

The CCF Newsletter will be distributed quarterly, issued to all our subscribers. To subscribe for future issues, please click here.

All work undertaken by CCF is on a not-for-profit basis. The Charles Correa Foundation is constituted as a duly registered not-for-profit public charitable trust and 
has been exempted u/s 80G of the Income Tax Act.


